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Activation of the Na,KSb photocathode with Cs and O2 at 
lowered temperatures ’ 

Abstract 

Several attempts to activate the Na,KSb photocathode with Cs and O2 at RT failed due to the growth of a thick 

intermediate oxide layer. consisting of Sb, Na and K oxides. and thuh to the formation of a highly alkali-deficient Na, KSb 
base layer. The spectral sensitivities in the near IR region were very low because these defects had contributed to a reduced 

escape depth of excited electrons and an increased photoelectric threshold energy. A novel activation at I40 K has therefore 
been performed in order to promote the adsorption of Cs and to prevent the harmful diffusion of 0 into the near-surface 

region of the Na,KSb and the strong diffusion of K from the interior of the Na,KSb towards its surface. During 
cooling-down from RT to 140 K, the photosensitivity of the Na,KSb dropped to about one third of the initial value 

measured at RT. due to an increase in the electrical resistivity of the Na,KSb. thus causing a space charge to arise. which 
attenuated photoemission. The Cs-0, cycles resulted in a relatively high photosensitivity of 250 pA/lm. if it5 initial drop 

is taken into account. During heating to RT, the photosensitivity first increased to 370 pA/lm at about 210 K. and then, in 
the range between 110 K and RT, it unexpectedly decreased from 370 to 100 pA/lm. This behaviour was attributecl to 
defects which caused the build-up of a surface potential barrier. such as the reduction of Cs (sub)oxides. which was enabled 

by the enhanced diffusion of K from the interior of the Na, KSb into the deposited Cs.0 surface film at temperatures above 

210 K. 

1. Introduction 

The photoemission properties, in the near IR re- 
gion. of the thick, polycrystalline, p-type bialkali- 
antimonide Na, KSb films with a forbidden band gap 

of I .O eV and an effective electron affinity of 0.7 eV 
can be improved when they are activated with Cs 
and Sb. If the so-called ‘yo-yo’ procedure, which 
takes place at elevated temperatures in UHV and 
consists of alternating introductions of Cs vapour 
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and evaporations of Sb. is used. then an integral 

sensitivity of over 500 pA/lm can be achieved, 
while the effective electron affinity of a 
Na, KSb(Cs.Sb) photocathode amounts to 0.3 eV [I]. 

It is well-known that some compounds of the 

0-Cs binary system, such as Cs (subloxides which 
are richer in Cs and contain 0’ ions. are very 

effective when lowering the effective electron affin- 
ity towards negative values. as is the case with 
various III-V photocathodes [?I. In order to study 
the deposition of Cs and O2 onto a textured and 
homogeneous Na,KSb film. we have constructed a 
cluster model of a high-efficiency Na, KSb(Cs.0) 
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photocathode, consisting of a strongly p-type doped 
Na,KSb base layer. and an overlayer of the caesium 
suboxide Cs,,O,, about one-cluster size thick. The 

latter has already proved to be the most effective in 
lowering of the effective electron affinity to a nega- 

tive value when deposited onto a p-type GaAs 
monocrystal [3]. A small increase in photosensitivity 

was also observed in the case of slightly oxidized 
Cs,Sb [4] and Cs,,,K,,,,Sb [5] due to the growth of 

Cs , ,O,, which was detected by means of XPS in the 
near-surface region of Cs,Sb and Cs? ,K,,,,Sb. with 
a thickness of 2 and I .4 nm. respectively. 

The structure of the Cs, ,O, exhibits 0 atoms 
occupying internal positions surrounded by Cs atoms 

at different atomic distances. The outermost Cs atoms 

have a quasi-metallic structure due to the quantum 
size effect of the conduction electrons [6]. Consider- 
ing the slight oxidation of the CS~,~K~,~S~ photo- 

cathode [5]. some conclusions have been extended to 
the Na,KSb photocathode. The formation of a very 

thin Cs, ,O, surface film on the Na, KSb substrate 

can thus improve the photoemissive properties of the 
latter by two mechanisms: 

(I) Real electron affinity is reduced by two com- 
bined effects: the electron quantum size effect in the 

Cs, ,O, clusters. and the strong electric dipole field 
formed by the interface bialkali antimonide/caesium 
suboxide. 

(2) The amount of downward band-bending in- 
creases, as well as the band-bending region becomes 
narrower, since the bialkali-antimonide bulk be- 
comes more p-type. This is due to the increased 

density of alkali vacancies (acceptor centres) arising 
through diffusion of mobile alkali atoms into the thin 
Cs, ,O, surface film. 

Both mechanisms contribute to lowering of effec- 
tive electron affinity. The approximate energy band 
diagram is presented in Fig. I, assuming that the 

photoelectric threshold energy of the Na, KSb(Cs.0) 
photocathode is reduced to about 1 .O eV, and that the 
average thickness of the optimum Cs, ,O, overlayer 
amounts to 1.5 nm [5]. 

At a temperature of 140 K. one monolayer of 
Cs, ,O, was formed on a metallic Cs film, deposited 
on Cu(I IO). when exposing its surface to 0.3 L 0, 
[7]. These data were used when we calculated the 
amount of Cs contained in one monolayer of Cs, ,O,. 
Supposing a sticking coefficient of O2 equal to 1 at 
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Fig. I. The approximate energy hand diagram for the cluster 

model of a high-efficiency Na, KSMCs.0) photocathode. consist- 

ing of a strongly p-type doped Na,KSb hate layer and an 

overlayer of Cy, ,O, about one-cluster rize thick. 

140 K, then 0.2 ML 0, was adsorbed during the 
formation of I ML Cs,,O,. since I ML 0, = 7.7 X 

10IJ cm-‘. The amount of Cs in 1 ML Cs,,O, was 
estimated to be a little less than 3 ML Cs. if I ML 

Cs = 4.2 X IO” cm-‘. 
The aim of the preliminary experiments was to 

study the deposition of Cs and O2 onto a textured 

and homogeneous Na,KSb base layer, following the 
yo-yo procedure. used in the case of GaAs(Cs.0) 
photocathodes, which took place at RT in UHV [3]. 

After some trials, it was clear that the Na,KSb 
photocathode was not inert during the deposition of 
Cs and 0, at RT. A major part of the experimental 

work therefore comprised the activation of the 
Na2 KSb with Cs and 0,. which took place at tem- 

peratures much lower than RT, in order to promote 
the adsorption of a Cs overlayer consisted of about 
three monolayers. and to prevent the harmful diffu- 

sion of 0 into the near-surface region of the Na, KSb 
and strong diffusion of mobile alkali atoms from the 
interior of the Na,KSb towards its surface. This is 
because both diffusion processes were believed to 
take place at RT, enabling much faster growth of the 
intermediate oxide layer. By lowering temperature 
below RT. we expected a greater condensation coef- 
ficient of Cs. as well as decreased mobilities of 0 
and alkali atoms by several orders of magnitude, as 
the relating diffusion constants are exponentially de- 
pendent on temperature. 



2. Experimental 

A homogeneous, semitransparent Naz KSb base 
layer with a strong texture was synthesized in situ by 
a standard procedure. at elevated temperatures in 
UHV. on the curved fibre-optics cathode lens of a 

second-generation image-intensifier tube. A cross- 

section of the tube assembly is schematically shown 
in Fig. 1. A low work function coating was deposited 

at a temperature of 140 K onto the Na2KSb photo- 
cathode by alternately exposing its surface to Cs and 

0, until the photocurrent signal was maximized, 
whereas the image tube was pumped by an ap- 

pendage sputter-ion pump (SIP), containing a hot 
filament to strike the discharge in UHV. During 
activation. the residual pressure in the tube was in 

the range of’ IO- ‘I’ mbar. 
High-purity Cs was evaporated by resistive heat- 

ing from a sliding Cs source. This contained a 
standard Cs dispenser (SAES Getters) embedded in a 

closed metal pipe with a small aperture. The evapo- 

rating divergent Cs atomic beam covered only the 
photocathode’s surface and left the walls of the 

image tube practically Cs free. The Cs dispenser was 

thoroughly degassed at elevated temperatures while 

synthesizing the Na, KSb photocathode. 
0, was introduced from a solid state 0, source 

based on a thermally decomposable copper oxide. 
This source consisted of a resistive wire with a thin. 

spirally wound Cu wire. Its surface was oxidized to 
CuO at elevated temperatures in an 0, residual 

atmosphere. Before arriving at the activation site, 0, 
readily reacts with the residual gases. such as H, and 
CH,. adsorbed on the internal walls. To prevent a 

decrease in purity. the O2 source was mounted in an 
additional housing connected to the image tube with 
a short section of Cu tubing. During the Cs-0, 
cycles. the partial pressure of 0,. which was mea- 

sured by means of the appendage SIP [8]. amounted 
to between 2 X IO-” and 5 X IO-’ mbar. 

Photosensitivity was observed continuously in the 

transmission mode by illuminating the fibre-optics 
cathode lens with an incident white light. which was 

transferred directly to the deposited photosensitive 
layer. and measuring the photocurrent between the 

photocathode and the anode cone. 
The deposited Na,KSb photocathode was cooled 

down indirectly by cooling-down the fibre-optics 

SIP 

+i t 

T i RT: NanKSb + WCS + y0 -_) Na2KSb(Cs, 0), (x,y << 1) 

Fig. 3. The cross-section of the tube assembly, consisting of an image tuhr with the incorporated Na,KSb photocathode. a solid state 0, 

w~rce. a slidin: Cz, source and an appendage sputter-ion pump (SIP) with a hot filament. 



cathode lens from outside using a laboratory cooling The latter consisted of one evaporation of Cs, lasting 

system. It consisted of two hermetically untight until I first rose to a peak value and then dropped to 

chambers, separated by a glass window. and attached 10 to 20% of this peak value, and of one introduction 

to the cathode lens and the light source, respectively. of 0,. lasting until I finally increased to a value 

and of two thin metal pipes, one connecting the first which was only somewhat higher than the previous 

chamber and a Dewar flask filled with liquid N2 (in peak value. Such a small increase in S led us to the 

order to cool down the photocathode layer). and the conclusion that some oxidation of the base layer 

other connecting the second chamber and a cylinder must have taken place. This conclusion was also 

filled with dry gaseous N2 (in order to prevent supported by measurements indicating that 0, was 

condensation of water vapour onto the glass win- introduced at a relatively high partial pressure of 0,. 

dow). The temperature was measured by a thermo- which was of the order of lo-’ mbar, whereas the 

couple, which was attached to the cathode lens in Na, KSb with deposited Cs was exposed to about IO 
order to assure a good thermal contact. L 0, before the final I rise. 

3. Results 

3.1. RT actilwtion 

Several attempts were made to activate the 

Na,KSb photocathode with Cs and 0, at RT. but 
they ended in failure. i.e. the obtained integral sensi- 

tivities and the spectral sensitivities in the near IR 
region, especially. were very low. Regarding photo- 
sensitivity (S) during the course of the activation 

process at RT, the corresponding photocurrent ( I1 
reached its maximum value in the first Cs-0, cycle. 

The activation of the Na,KSb with Cs and 0, 
which was performed at 130 K. in order to experi- 

mentally approach the cluster model of the 

Na,KSb(Cs.O) photocathode. is presented in Fig. 3. 
During the activation process, S in the transmission 
mode and temperature of the cathode lens, as well as 

the residual pressure and the partial pressure of 02, 
were measured. The behaviour of the corresponding 
I was as follows: 

- During the cooling-down of the Na,KSb 

photocathode. from RT to l-l0 K. I first rises a-little 
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Fig. 3. Variation in photocurrent ( I) and temperature CT) during: cooling-down of the Na, KSb photocathode. from RT to I-10 K. activation 

of the Na,KSb photocathode with Cs and O2 at 140 K. and heating of the Na.KSb(Cs.0) photocathode. from 110 K to RT. The 

photocathode layer was illuminated by an incident white light flux of about 0.02 Im ;nten\ity. 



(not visible in Fig. 3) and then drops to about one 
third of the initial value measured at RT. 

- The activation process starts with the evapora- 

tion of Cs accompanied by an I rise to a peak value. 
Cs is continuously evaporated until I drops to 10 to 

20% of this peak value. Introduction of O2 then 

follows. and lasts until I reaches a first maximum 
value. 

- The Cs-O2 cycles are repeated until I no 
longer increases. Each cycle comprises one evapora- 

il) Na,KSb (Sb,O,,Na,O) Cs+Cs,g 02 
KzO/KzO 

III) NazKSb (Sb,O,,Na,O) cs,o “L3C”“f?l 
K30IKzO 

several nm -nm 
/ I 

Fig 1. The ouidvtion procr~\ of the Na,KSh photocathode WV- 

ered hy It thin C\ o\rrlayer durin, ~7 the first introduction of O- at 

RT: (i) Partial oxidation of the thin C\ overlayer. and diffusion ot 

0 towrd\ the Nal KSh. is rnahled hy the dissociative adwrption 

01’ 0. canter the outermost Cs Inyrr und the dlstrihution of 0 

hrnra~th thl\ I;lyer. (ii) The growth of LI thick intermediate oxide 

layer conG\ting of Sb. NII 3nd K oxides is enabled by the 

diffuskul (II 0 thrv@ ;L :rowinf K (wh)oxidc layer into the 

near-urtacc rqion of the Na, KSh. ;md the strong diffusion of K 

from the interior of the Na> KSh Into Its near-aurfxe region and 

further Into the partly nxidirid C\ overlayer. (iii) The final growth 

of ;L thin Cs.0 surface film start\ Ax the intermediate oxide layer 

wme nm thick (in which the diffusion procrs\e\ cease) ha\ heen 

srown 

tion of Cs lasting until ! drops to about 50’3 of the 
previous maximum value. and one introduction of 0, 
lasting until I rises to a new maximum value. An S 
of about 30 PA/m is obtained at 140 K. 

- During the heating of the activated photo- 
cathode, from 140 K to RT. I first increases. until a 

maximum S of about 370 pA/lm is obtained at 

about 2 10 K. During heating from 110 K to RT. I 
unexpectedly decreases and an S of about 100 
pA/lm is obtained at RT. 

4. Discussion 

The low S obtained when activating the Na, KSb 
photocathode with Cs and 0, at RT has been at- 
tributed to the growth of a thick intermediate oxide 
layer. consisting of Sb. Na and K oxides, with a 

large forbidden band gap. a high work function and a 

reduced photoelectron mean free path for electron- 
phonon interactions (compared to Na, KSb). and 

hence to the formation of a highly alkali deficient 

Na, KSb base layer, in which the photoelectron mean 
free path is reduced because of additional energy 
losses while interacting with alkali vacancies. These 

defects contributed to a reduced escape depth ot 
excited electrons and an increased photoelectric 

threshold energy. 
Taking into account the Mott-Cabrera theory on 

the growth of thin n-type oxide films. and an XPS 
study of Cs, i K,, ,Sb photocathode oxidation where 
diffusion of&e mobile alkali atoms plays an impor- 
tant role [s]. then the oxidation process. during the 

first introduction of 0, at RT. of the Na, KSb photo- 
cathode cokered by a thin Cs overlayer can be 

described by :I three-step model, which is also pre- 
sented in Fif. 4: 

(i) Partial oxidation of the thin Cx overlayer. and 

diffusion of 0 towards the Na, KSb. ib enabled by 
the dissociative adsorption of O2 molecules onto the 
outermost Cs layer and the distribution of 0 atoms 

beneath this layer [9]. 
(ii) Growth of a thick intermediate oxide layer 

consists of: 
- initial growth of a thin n-type K (sub)oxide 

layer between the Na,KSb base layer and the partly 
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oxidized Cs overlayer according to the Mott-Cabrera 

theory; 
- oxidation of the Sb3- species to Sb” and 

further to Sb”, the latter forming Sb,O,, and the 
oxidation of Na to Na,O, due to the diffusion of 0 

through the thin K (sub)oxide layer into the near- 

surface region of the NazKSb [5]; 
- the additional growth of a thick K (sub)oxide 

layer, due to the strong diffusion of K from the 
interior of the Na,KSb (which becomes thus alkali- 

deficient) into its near-surface region, this diffusion 
resulting in a thick oxide layer, with the following 

sequence of K compounds of the O-K binary sys- 
tem: K,O/K,O (suboxide/oxide), which does not 

favour photoemission [5]. 
The growth of the thick intermediate layer is 

maintained by diffusion of K through the K 

(subjoxide layer into the partly oxidized Cs over- 

layer, where reduction of Cs (subjoxides by K takes 
place. The free Cs enables the continuous dissocia- 
tive adsorption of OZ and distribution of 0 beneath 

the outermost Cs layer. 
(iii> Final growth of a thin Cs.0 surface film 

starts after the intermediate oxide layer some nm 

thick (in which the diffusion processes cease) has 

been grown [5], and lasts until I rises to a peak 
value. 

According to this model, the kinetics of the thick 

intermediate oxide layer growth is much faster than 
the logarithmic rate. 

4.2. The photoemission instability of Na, KSb(Cs,O) 

The small rise and the following drop of I to one 

third of the initial value during cooling-down of the 
NazKSb photocathode, from RT to 140 K, can be 
attributed to certain temperature-dependent semicon- 
duction effects influencing S, such as the position of 
the Fermi level and hence the amount of favourable 

band-bending, and the electrical resistivity. This is 
because an additional lowering of the Fermi level 
due to the decrease in temperature results in en- 
hanced downward band-bending, reflecting in a small 
rise of S at the beginning of the cooling-down. In the 
case of continuous photoemission, the electrons emit- 
ted from the crystal must be simultaneously replaced, 
otherwise an arising space charge can completely 
prevent photoemission. A certain electrical conduc- 
tivity of the photocathode film is therefore necessary. 

According to our calculations, the electrical resistiv- 

ity of Na,KSb can increase by at least three orders 

of magnitude (from about 1 to about lo3 0 cm) 
during cooling-down from RT to 140 K, thus causing 

a certain quantity of space charge to arise, which 

attenuates photoemission. 
The Cs-0, cycles taking place at 140 K are 

accompanied by normal behaviour of I, increasing 

gradually to a maximum value. The obtained S of 
250 PA/m is relatively high, if the initial drop in 
the corresponding I was taken into account. 

During the heating of the activated photocathode, 
from 140 to 2 10 K, S increases from 250 to about 

370 PA/m, since the electrical conductivity in- 
creases strongly. the Fermi level is lowered and the 

band-bending region becomes narrower. These 

changes are due to a gradual increase in the density 
of acceptor centres caused by the diffusion of mobile 

alkali atoms from the interior of the Na, KSb into the 

deposited Cs,O surface film. 
During the heating of the activated photocathode, 

from 210 K to RT. S decreases from 370 to 100 
pA/lm. The decrease in I can be attributed to 

defects, which cause the build-up of a surface poten- 
tial barrier and have been already mentioned when 

explaining the oxidation kinetics, during the first 
introduction of 0, at RT, of the Na,KSb photo- 

cathode covered by a thin Cs overlayer. Thus, the 
resulting S is most probably affected by: 

. the reduction of Cs (sub)oxides at temperatures 

above 210 K, which is enabled by the enhanced 
diffusion of K. occupying interstitial octahedral crys- 

tal sites in the cubic DO, microcrystal structure of 

Na,KSb, and possible slight diffusion of Na, occu- 
pying the corresponding interstitial tetrahedral crys- 

tal sites [ 101. from the interior of the Na,KSb into 
the deposited Cs.0 surface film. According to ther- 
modynamic considerations, the reduction of Cs 

(subjoxides is feasible. since the standard Gibbs free 
energy of formation of various K (sub)oxides, as 
well as of Na (sub)oxides, is more negative than that 
of the corresponding Cs (sub)oxides [ 1 I]. 

5. Conclusion 

Activation of the Na,KSb photocathode with Cs 
and 0, at 140 K gave an integral sensitivity of 250 
PA/m. The expected photosensitivity of about 700 
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pA/lm, which might have been obtained, if. during 
heating of the activated photocathode from 140 K to 

RT. the photocurrent signal had increased by a factor 
of three as a consequence of increasing electrical 
conductivity, was not attained. The Na,KSb photo- 

cathode is obviously not inert to the deposited Cs,O 

surface film, since this system is not thermodynami- 
cally stable at temperatures above 210 K due to the 
enhanced diffusion of mobile alkali atoms from the 
interior of the Na,KSb into the Cs,O surface film. 

enabling reduction of favourable Cs (sub)oxides. 
However. if the expected photosensitivity had been 

attained, it would have been close to a reported 
photosensitivity obtained surprisingly through the ac- 

tivation of Na,KSb with Cs and O2 at RT [I?]. 
Based on our experience with RT and novel low 

temperature activations of the Na, KSb photocathode 
with Cs and 0,. we doubt that such a high value of 

photosensitivity has ever been experimentally 
achieved. 
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